### 1st Line:
- **Right Wing Cavalry**: Palffy  
  - Portugal Cuirassier Regiment  
  - Savoyen Dragoon Regiment  
- **Center Foot**: Khevenhuller  
  - Hildburghausen Infantry Regiment  
  - Vettes Infantry Regiment  
  - Pallavicini Infantry Regiment  
  - Neipperg Infantry Regiment  
- **Left Wing Cavalry**: Bernes  
  - Khevenhuller Dragoon Regiment  
  - Sachsen-Gotha Dragoon Regiment  

### 2nd Line:
- **Right Wing Cavalry**: Palffy  
  - Preysing Dragoon Regiment  
- **Center Foot**: Wurmbrand  
  - Gyulay Infantry Regiment  
  - Livingstein Infantry Regiment  
- **Left Wing Cavalry**:  
  - L. Palffy Dragoon Regiment  
  - Baranyay Hussar Regiment  

### Reserve Corps:
- **Right Wing**:  
  - Volunteer Hussars from Raab & Komorn  
- **Center**:  
  - Artillery  
  - Warasdiner Grenz Infantry  
  - Maros Grenz Cavalry  
- **Left Wing**:  
  - Tisza Grenz Cavalry  
  - Trenck's Pandor Corps